Abstract-This paper investigates the survivable trafficgrooming problem for optical mesh networks employing wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM). In the dynamic-provisioning context, a typical connection request may require bandwidth less than that of a wavelength channel, and it may also require protection from network failures, typically fiber cuts. Based on a generic grooming-node architecture, we propose three approaches-protection-at-lightpath (PAL) level, mixed protection-at-connection (MPAC) level, and separate protection-at-connection (SPAC) level-for grooming a connection request with shared protection. In shared-mesh protection, backup paths can share resources as long as their corresponding working paths are unlikely to fail simultaneously. These three schemes explore different ways of backup sharing, and they tradeoff between wavelengths and grooming ports. Since the existence version of the problem for provisioning one connection request with shared protection is -complete, we propose effective heuristics. Our findings are as follows. Under today's typical connection-bandwidth distribution where lower bandwidth connections outnumber higher bandwidth connections: 1) it is beneficial to groom working paths and backup paths separately, as in PAL and SPAC; 2) separately protecting each individual connection, i.e., SPAC, yields the best performance when the number of grooming ports is sufficient; and 3) protecting each specific lightpath, i.e., PAL, achieves the best performance when the number of grooming ports is moderate or small.
lightpaths. 1 Meanwhile, the failure of a network element can cause the failure of several lightpaths, thereby leading to large data and revenue loss. Fault-management schemes such as protection are essential to survive such failures.
Different low-speed connections may request different bandwidth granularities, as well as different protection schemes (dedicated or shared). How to efficiently groom such low-speed connections while satisfying their protection requirements is the main focus of our investigation. Since shared protection is more resource efficient than dedicated protection due to backup sharing, we focus on the problem of dynamic low-speed connection provisioning with shared protection against single-fiber failures. Single-fiber failures are the predominant type of failures in communication networks. Node failures are not considered here because most nodal equipments are protected.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The remainder of this section provides background information on traffic grooming and protection. Section II presents a generic grooming-node architecture. Section III formally states the problem. Section IV presents three approaches-protection-at-lightpath (PAL) level, mixed protection-at-connection (MPAC) level, and separate protection-at-connection (SPAC) level-and provides a qualitative comparison. Section V presents heuristic algorithms for PAL, MPAC, and SPAC. Section VI compares the three schemes under different network configurations. As some customers may desire dedicated protection for fast protection switching, Section VII discusses traffic grooming with dedicated protection. Section VIII concludes this study.
A. Traffic Grooming
Traffic grooming refers to the problem of efficiently packing low-speed connections onto high-capacity lightpaths to better utilize network resources [1] , [2] .
Traffic grooming on synchronous optical network (SONET)/ wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM) ring networks has been extensively studied; see, for example, [3] - [7] . In WDM mesh networks, the traffic-grooming problem has mainly 1 We distinguish the terms "lightpath" and "connection" as follows. The bandwidth requirement of a lightpath is the full wavelength capacity (STS-192 in our present study). The bandwidth requirement of a connection can be any quantized value no more than the full wavelength capacity. Later in our examples and results, we use the quantized values STS-1, STS-3c, STS-12c, STS-48c, and STS-192c for illustration purposes since these values have been widely used in current systems (the "c" after the number implies this is a contiguous block of STS-1s that are part of the same connection). We use the term "STS-n" to refer to the payload carried within an OC-n optical interface (n = 1; 3; 12, etc.).
0733-8716/03$17.00 © 2003 IEEE addressed static traffic where a traffic demand matrix is known a priori [8] , [9] . Online approaches for traffic grooming in WDM mesh networks have been recently reported in [10] - [12] . The work in [10] proposes a call-admission-control algorithm to address the capacity-fairness issue, i.e., a connection request with higher bandwidth requirement is more likely to be blocked than a connection request with lower bandwidth requirement. The work in [11] proposes different grooming policies and route-computation algorithms for different network states. The work in [12] develops an algorithm for dynamically grooming low-speed connections to meet different traffic-engineering objectives based on the generic graph model proposed in [9] . Please see [1] for an extensive review on traffic grooming.
B. Protection
Protection is a proactive procedure in which spare capacity is reserved during connection setup [13] , [14] . A path that carries traffic during normal operation is known as a working path. When a working path fails, the connection is rerouted over a backup path. Below, we review a portion of the closely related work on survivable lightpath provisioning and multiprotocol label switching (MPLS) connection provisioning with shared protection. Please refer to [15] for an extensive review.
1) Survivable WDM Lightpath Provisioning:
Online algorithms for survivable lightpath provisioning in WDM networks have been reported in [16] - [18] . The work in [16] presents short leap shared protection (SLSP), which divides a working path into overlapped segments and protects each segment individually. The work in [17] proposes a routing approach, which first computes working candidate routes, then computes link-disjoint paths as backup candidate routes, and selects the link-disjoint path-pair of minimum cost. The work in [18] proposes the sharing of primary lightpaths and backup lightpaths under the assumption that connection-holding time is shorter than the mean time between failures.
2) Restorable MPLS Tunnel Provisioning: Online algorithms for dynamic routing of restorable bandwidth-guaranteed connections in a MPLS network have been reported in [19] - [21] . Although these papers are devoted to the MPLS context, their basic ideas-with appropriate variations, e.g., quantized bandwidth granularities and grooming constraints-are applicable to the survivable traffic-grooming problem with shared protection in a WDM mesh network with full wavelength conversion at each node. The work in [19] proposes an algorithm which, for a connection request, selects the minimum-cost path as the working path and computes the minimum-cost link-disjoint path as backup path based on a "bucket"-like [22] , [23] link metric. The work in [20] first develops integer linear programs (ILPs) to route a connection request under shared-path protection constraints with no, complete, or partial information of existing connections. The authors then provide a heuristic for routing with partial information. The work in [21] describes distributed partial information management (DPIM) schemes for maintaining aggregated information to provision bandwidth-guaranteed connections with shared-path protection. 
C. Survivable Traffic Grooming
The survivable traffic-grooming problem, in which subwavelength-granularity connections need to be protected, is a relatively unexplored territory.
Given a static traffic matrix and the protection requirement of each connection request, the work in [24] presents an ILP and a heuristic for satisfying the bandwidth and protection requirements of all the connection requests while minimizing the network cost in terms of transmission cost and switching cost.
For dynamically establishing low-speed connection requests with shared protection, the work in [25] presents mixed working-backup grooming policy (MGP) and segregated working-backup grooming policy (SGP). With both schemes employing fixed-alternate routing [26] , the work focuses on the effect of different wavelength-assignment algorithms and different topologies.
D. Our Proposal
We propose three approaches-PAL level, MPAC level, and SPAC level-for dynamically provisioning shared-protected subwavelength-granularity connection requests against single-fiber failures. We investigate their characteristics under a generic grooming-node architecture and design efficient heuristics. Our work differs from previous work in that we focus on route computation, the impact of different backup-sharing approaches, and the tradeoff between wavelength and grooming capacity.
II. GROOMING-NODE ARCHITECTURE
In order to support traffic grooming, a network node should be able to switch traffic at wavelength granularity and finer granularity. Fig. 1 shows the logical view of a simplified grooming-node architecture.
This hierarchical grooming node consists of a wavelength-switch fabric (W-Fabric) and a grooming fabric (G-Fabric). The W-Fabric performs wavelength routing; the G-Fabric performs multiplexing, demultiplexing, and switching of low-speed connections. A portion of the incoming wavelengths to the W-Fabric can be dropped to the G-Fabric through the grooming-drop ports for subwavelength-granularity switching. The groomed traffic can then be added to the W-Fabric through the grooming-add ports. The number of grooming ports determines the grooming capacity of a node (we assume that there are equal number of grooming-add and grooming-drop ports). Later, we shall investigate the impact of grooming capacity (number of grooming ports) on the network performance.
Even though crossconnects capable of full grooming-i.e., G-Fabrics-are preferable to network operators today, crossconnects capable of wavelength switching-i.e., W-Fabrics-are expected to be desirable as traffic continues to grow in the future. The G-Fabrics deployed today are unlikely to go away when W-Fabrics are deployed due to economic concerns. One way of effectively utilizing both G-Fabrics and W-Fabrics could be to interconnect a W-Fabric and a G-Fabric through transponders, as shown in Fig. 1 .
As a special case, if the number of grooming ports at a node is equal to the number of incoming wavelengths to its W-Fabric, then this grooming node can switch the entire incoming traffic at STS-1 level, as is the case in today's state-of-the-art opaque (i.e., switching with optical-to-electronic-to-optical conversion) intelligent optical switches from many vendors.
While our approaches apply to both wavelength-continuous and wavelength-convertible networks, we hereafter assume without loss of generality that the network has full wavelength-conversion capability.
III. PROBLEM STATEMENT
We first define the notations and then formally state the dynamic connection-provisioning problem. A network is represented as a weighted, directed graph , where is the set of nodes, is the set of unidirectional fibers (referred to as links), is the cost function for each link (where denotes the set of positive real numbers), specifies the number of wavelengths on each link (where denotes the set of positive integers), and specifies the number of grooming ports at each node.
A connection request is represented as a quadruple , which specifies the source node, the destination node, the bandwidth requirement, and the holding time in this order. In this study, every connection needs to be protected, and the backup resources can be shared.
We now formally state the dynamic connection-provisioning problem as follows. Given the current network state (which includes the network topology as a weighted digraph , existing lightpath/connection information (e.g., routes and wavelengths, etc.), wavelength usage, and grooming-port usage), route each new connection request with respect to its bandwidth and protection requirement (shared protection) while minimizing the incremental cost in terms of the total cost of the working and backup paths under the assumptions that existing connections cannot be disturbed and information about future arrivals is not known.
The existence version of the above problem for provisioning one connection request under the current network state is -complete. This is because a special case of this problem, in which the number of grooming ports is sufficient and every connection request requires full wavelength capacity, has been proven to be -complete in [27] . Thus, practical heuristics are needed.
IV. PROPOSED SCHEMES
To provision a connection request, there are two types of resource constraints-wavelengths and grooming ports. Typically, the more the number of wavelengths the network has, the less the number of grooming ports a node needs, and vice versa.
We propose three schemes-PAL level, MPAC level, and SPAC level-for provisioning shared-protected connection requests. These three schemes explore different ways of backup routing and the tradeoff between wavelengths and grooming ports.
Below, we shall illustrate the three schemes via an example. For the initial network configuration shown in Fig. 2 , every edge corresponds to a bidirectional fiber; each fiber has two wavelengths; the wavelength capacity is STS-192; every node has three grooming ports ( and represent the number of available grooming-add and grooming-drop ports, respectively).
A. Protection-at-Lightpath (PAL) Level
1) Basic Idea: PAL provides end-to-end protection with respect to lightpath. Under PAL, a connection is routed through a sequence of protected lightpaths, or -lightpaths. A -lightpath has a lightpath as working path and a link-disjoint path as backup path. For example, in Fig. 3(a) , -lightpath has lightpath as working path and path as backup path. Please note the differences between the working path and the backup path of a -lightpath. The working path of a -lightpath is set up as a lightpath during normal operation. Therefore, as a lightpath does, the working path consumes a grooming-add port at the source node and a grooming-drop port at the destination node of a -lightpath; and the working path of a -lightpath bypasses any intermediate nodes along its path. However, the backup path of a -lightpath is not set up as a lightpath during normal operation. Therefore, the backup path of a -lightpath does not consume any grooming port; and wavelengths along a backup path are only reserved. In case the working path fails, protection switching occurs at lightpath level and the backup path is set up as a lightpath by utilizing the grooming ports previously used by the working path.
Two -lightpaths can share wavelengths along common backup links if their working paths are link-disjoint. Clearly, a connection routed under PAL survives from single-link failures since each -lightpath survives from single-link failures by definition. Since protection occurs at lightpath level, PAL has the advantages of low implementation complexity and low signaling overhead when a failure occurs. This will be further elaborated in Section IV-D. Below, we illustrate PAL in more detail by provisioning three connection requests.
2) Example: Upon the arrival of the first connection request STS-, one way of provisioning under PAL is shown in Fig. 3(a) . Connection is routed via -lightpath , which has lightpath as working path and path as backup path. -lightpath consumes a grooming-add port at node 0 and a grooming-drop node at node 2. The free capacity of -lightpath is STS-180.
Suppose that remains in the network when the second connection request STS-, arrives. One way of provisioning under the current network state is shown in Fig. 3(b) . Connection is routed via -lightpath , which has lightpath as working path and path as backup path. -lightpath consumes a grooming-add port at node 0 and a grooming-drop port at node 3. The free capacity of -lightpath is STS-189. Two wavelengths need to be reserved along links and because 1) the working paths of -lightpaths and traverse common link and 2) protection occurs at lightpath level, i.e., backup sharing only occurs at wavelength level.
Suppose that and remain in the network when the third connection request STS-, arrives. One way of provisioning under the current network state is shown in Fig. 3(c) . Connection is routed via -lightpath , which has lightpath as working path and path as backup path. -lightpath consumes a grooming-add port at node 4 and a grooming-drop port at node 3. The free capacity of -lightpath is STS-144. Please note that the backup paths of -lightpaths and share the wavelength reserved along link .
B. Mixed Protection-at-Connection (MPAC) Level
1) Basic Idea: MPAC and SPAC provide end-to-end protection with respect to connection. Under MPAC, a connection is routed via link-disjoint working and backup paths, each of which traverses a sequence of lightpaths. A lightpath traversed by a working path utilizes a portion of its capacity to carry traffic for that working path during normal operation. A lightpath traversed by a backup path reserves part of its capacity for that backup path. The backup capacity a lightpath reserves can be shared among multiple backup paths provided that their corresponding working paths are link disjoint. In this context, "mixed" means that the capacity of one wavelength can be utilized by both working paths and backup paths; "separate," on the other hand, means that the capacity of a wavelength can be utilized by either working paths or backup paths, but not both. MPAC seems to be the most intuitive approach since it deals with individual connections and, therefore, can pack connections efficiently. Later in Section IV-D, we shall show that it may not achieve the best performance due to the intricacy of backup sharing. Below, we illustrate MPAC in more detail using the same example as before.
2) Example: When the first connection request STSarrives, one way of provisioning under MPAC is shown in Fig. 4(a) . The working and backup paths of connection traverse lightpaths and , respectively. The free capacity of both lightpaths and is STS-180. The backup capacity reserved on lightpath is zero. The backup capacity reserved on lightpath is STS-12c, and it is used to protect connection 's working path. Both lightpaths and consume a grooming-add port at node 0 and a grooming-drop port at node 2. . The backup capacity on lightpath is STS-15 (STS-12c capacity is used to protect the working path of connection , and STS-3c capacity is used to protect the working path of ). The backup capacity on lightpath is STS-3c and it is used to protect the working path of connection .
Suppose that connections and remain in the network when connection request STS-, arrives. One way of provisioning under MPAC is shown in Fig. 4 (c). The working path of traverses lightpath and the backup path traverses the two-lightpath sequence . The free capacity of lightpaths and is STS-144. The free capacity of lightpath is STS-144 because the backup paths of connections and can share backup capacity ( 's working path, , and 's working path, , are link disjoint). The backup capacity of lightpath is STS-48 (STS-48c capacity is used to protect the working path of connection , and STS-3c capacity-shared with the backup path of -is used to protect the working path of connection ). The backup capacity on lightpath is STS-48c and it is used to protect 's working path.
C. Separate Protection-at-Connection (SPAC) Level

1) Basic
Idea: SPAC provides end-to-end protection with respect to connection. Under SPAC, a connection is routed via link-disjoint working and backup paths. A working path traverses a sequence of lightpaths. A backup path traverses a sequence of links, each of which has judiciously reserved a number of wavelengths as backup resources. (This differs from MPAC, in which a backup path traverses a sequence of lightpaths.) In addition, a grooming-add port at the source end of the link and a grooming-drop port at the destination end of the link need to be reserved for each reserved wavelength because multiple backup paths groomed onto the same wavelength on a link may go to different next hops. In this context, "separate" means that the capacity of a wavelength can be utilized by either working paths or backup paths, but not both. SPAC is deliberately constructed in a way to trade grooming ports for increased backup sharing, as will be elaborated in Section IV-D. Below, we illustrate SPAC in more detail using the same example as before.
2) Example: When the first connection request STSarrives, one way of provisioning under SPAC is shown in Fig. 5 (a). The working path of connection traverses lightpath and the backup path traverses path . The free capacity of lightpath is STS-180. Every link along the backup path needs to reserve one wavelength as backup capacity, while only STS-12c of the entire wavelength capacity is used to protect 's working path. For every link along the backup path, the upstream node needs to reserve one grooming-add port and the downstream node needs to reserve one grooming-drop port since one more wavelength has been reserved.
Suppose that connection remains in the network when connection request STS-, arrives. One possible solution of provisioning under SPAC is shown in Fig. 5(b) . The working path of connection traverses lightpath , and the backup path traverses path . The free capacity of lightpath is STS-189. One wavelength along link needs to be reserved as backup capacity, STS-3c capacity of which is used to protect 's working path. STS-15 capacity of the entire backup capacity along links and is used to protect the working paths of connections and (STS-12c for and STS-3c for ).
This step demonstrates why one grooming-drop port and two grooming-add ports need to be reserved at node 4. If link fails, connection needs to be rerouted along , and connection needs to be rerouted along . As a result, node 4 needs to drop one wavelength, say , to the G-Fabric via one grooming-drop port. After unpacking wavelength , the G-Fabric grooms connection to an appropriate wavelength, say , and adds wavelength to the W-Fabric via one grooming-add port; the G-Fabric also grooms connection to an appropriate wavelength, say , and inserts wavelength to the W-Fabric via another grooming-add port. Then, the W-Fabric switches wavelength to the outgoing port toward node 2 and wavelength to the outgoing port toward node 3. In general, one grooming-add port and one grooming-drop port are needed for each reserved wavelengths on a link.
Suppose that connections and remain in the network when connection request STS-, arrives. One way of provisioning under SPAC is shown in Fig. 5(c) . The working path of connection traverses lightpath and the backup path traverses path . The free capacity of lightpath is STS-144. STS-48c of the entire backup capacity along link is used to protect the working path of ; out of this STS-48c capacity, STS-3c is also used to protect the working path of .
D. A Qualitative Comparison
The above illustrative examples indicate that the three schemes perform differently in terms of routing and the amount of resources required. Below, we qualitatively compare their characteristics with respect to routing, backup sharing, and operational complexity. For convenience, we will use the term "PAC" to refer to both MPAC and SPAC hereafter whenever appropriate because they have several similar properties.
1) Routing:
The difference in routing between PAL and PAC is that PAL provides end-to-end protection with respect to lightpath while PAC provides end-to-end protection with respect to connection. Under PAL, when a failure occurs, the end nodes of the affected -lightpaths first configure their backup paths and then switch over; the affected connections are oblivious to the protection-switching process. Under PAC, when a failure occurs, the end-nodes of the affected connections (which could be significantly more than the number of affected -lightpaths) first configure their backup paths and then switch over.
Please note that a connection from node to node routed under PAL may not have two link-disjoint paths between node and node , while the connection still survives from single-link failures. For example, suppose that the connection is routed via two -lightpaths and under PAL. The concatenation of the working paths of -lightpaths and may not be link-disjoint from the concatenation of the backup paths of -lightpaths and . This is because the working path of and the backup path of (or the working path of and the backup path of ) can traverse common links.
Routing wise, PAL performs at an aggregate level (lightpath) and PAC performs on a per-flow (connection) basis. As a result, PAL trades the bandwidth efficiency in routing each specific subwavelength connection request for the savings in grooming-port usage. In PAL, the backup path of a -lightpath does not require any grooming port. When a fiber along the working path of a -lightpath fails, all of the traffic carried by the failed working path can be rerouted to the backup path of that -lightpath and the grooming ports (at the end nodes of the -lightpath) previously used by the working path can be reused by the backup path. However, in SPAC, the end nodes of a link need to reserve a grooming-add/drop port for each reserved wavelength because multiple backup paths groomed onto the same wavelength on a link may go to different next hops; in MPAC, each lightpath reserves a portion of its bandwidth as backup capacity, thus, backup capacity consumes a fraction of the grooming ports.
2) Backup Sharing: MPAC differs from PAL and SPAC in backup sharing. The backup path of a connection under MPAC is the concatenation of lightpaths. The backup path of a connection under SPAC (or the backup path of a -lightpath under PAL) is the concatenation of links with reserved wavelengths. This difference in backup routing has two implications on backup sharing. First, since a lightpath may span multiple links, the backup capacity reserved on a lightpath (as in MPAC) is less likely to be shared among multiple connections than the backup capacity reserved on a link (as in PAL and SPAC).
The second implication applies to wavelength-convertible networks only. Under MPAC, the backup path of a connection traverses a sequence of lightpaths, thus, a backup path has both fixed route and fixed wavelength assignment [28] . Under SPAC, the backup path of a connection (or the backup path of a -lightpath under PAL) traverses a sequence of links with a number of reserved wavelengths, thus, a backup path has only fixed route but not fixed wavelength assignment [29] . Basically, under SPAC and PAL, the reserved wavelengths on a link act like a "pool" for all the failure scenarios and backup-capacity sharing among different wavelengths on a link is facilitated by the existence of wavelength converters. However, under MPAC, the backup-capacity sharing among different wavelengths on a link is not possible because backup capacity resides inside lightpaths and multiple lightpaths cannot share their reserved backup capacity. We illustrate this difference in the following example.
Consider the changes in backup capacity on an arbitrary link in a hypothetical network. Suppose that STS-156 capacity will be rerouted on link when some other link in this network fails; STS-108 capacity will be rerouted on link when some other link in this network fails; and no more than STS-108 capacity will be rerouted on link when any other link fails. In short, PAL and SPAC trade the flexibility in grooming for the freedom in backup sharing. Under PAL and SPAC, working paths are groomed onto lightpaths while backup paths are groomed onto reserved wavelengths. However, MPAC has the flexibility in grooming working paths and backup paths (of different connections) onto the same lightpath.
3) Operational Complexity: From implementation point of view, PAL is simpler than PAC as PAL demands less information in route computation. While both PAL and PAC need the routing information of all the existing lightpaths to provision a shared-protected connection request, PAL does not require any information about the existing connections. PAC, however, does require the detailed routing information of all the existing connections. Under PAL, the routing information of the working paths of two -lightpaths is sufficient to determine whether the backup paths of these two -lightpaths can share wavelengths along common links. Under PAC, the routing information of the working paths of two connections, which includes lightpath routing information, is needed to decide whether the backup paths of these two connections can share backup capacity along common lightpaths (in the case of MPAC) or common links (in the case of SPAC).
From control point of view, PAL has lower signaling overhead. Assume that a lightpath can carry up to connections. (In today's networks, is typically 192 since wavelength capacity is STS-192 and the lowest bandwidth granularity is typically STS-1.) When a link fails, lightpaths can be disrupted in the worst case. In PAL, at most protection-switching processes are needed. However, in PAC, up to protection-switching processes are required in the worst case. As protection-switching processes for shared protection typically require signaling, PAL demands lower control bandwidth and involves lower signaling complexity compared with PAC.
V. HEURISTIC ALGORITHMS
Since it is -complete to provision a connection request under the current network state with shared protection, we develop heuristics for MPAC, SPAC, and PAL in this section.
A. MPAC Heuristic
In response to a new connection request, MPAC computes two link-disjoint paths based on the current network state and appropriate backup-sharing measurement. Below, we elaborate the backup-sharing measurement, network-state representation, a modified k-distinct-loopless-path algorithm, and route computation.
1) Backup-Sharing Measurement: Every lightpath is associated with a conflict set 3 to identify the sharing potential between backup paths. The conflict set for lightpath can be represented as an integer set, STS-, where represents the amount of traffic that will be rerouted on lightpath when link fails. The amount of backup capacity reserved on lightpath is, thus, . The difference indicates the potential "free" capacity for backing up a new working path traversing link (and the corresponding backup path traverses lightpath ).
The union of the conflict sets for all the lightpaths aggregates the per-connection-based backup-sharing information, and the size of the conflict set depends only on the number of lightpaths and the number of links, not on the number of connections. In the absence of a mechanism such as the conflict set, per-connection-based information is necessary for identifying shareable backup capacity [32] . Thus, it is advantageous to use conflict set since the number of connections can be significantly more than the number of lightpaths.
2) Grooming-Node Modeling and Network-State Representation: Under the current network state, a connection request may be carried by existing lightpaths, by newly established lightpaths (based on available wavelengths and free grooming ports), or by both existing lightpaths and newly setup lightpaths. While the graph defined in Section III takes into account wavelength constraints, the graph does not accommodate existing lightpath information. Moreover, grooming-port constraints apply if a connection is to be carried by both existing lightpaths and newly established lightpaths. Therefore, a more powerful mechanism-which can accommodate wavelength constraints, grooming-port constraints, and existing lightpath information-is needed to represent the network state and to facilitate route computation.
We adopt the generic graph model in [9] to represent the network state as an auxiliary graph. For our grooming-node architecture in Fig. 1 , W-Fabric is modeled as the layer consisting of input vertex 4 and output vertex ; G-Fabric is modeled as the access layer consisting of input vertex and output vertex ; grooming-add port is modeled by an edge from vertex to vertex ; and grooming-drop port is modeled by an edge from vertex to vertex . A unidirectional fiber is represented as an edge from vertex at the source node to vertex at the destination node of the lightpath. A lightpath layer consisting of input vertex and output vertex is added to model existing lightpaths sourced/sunk at a node. A lightpath is represented as an edge from vertex at the source node to vertex at the destination node. Every edge is associated with two attributes: one indicating the available capacity and the other indicating the cost of the resource which the edge represents.
As an example, the state of node 2 in Fig. 4(c) is modeled in Fig. 6 . For the four auxiliary edges-, and -the capacity is infinity and the cost is zero. The available capacity of any other edge is the available capacity of the resource which edge represents, e.g., the free capacity of edge (in gray) is zero since for node 2. The grayed edge from vertex at node 4 (not shown in this figure) to vertex at node 2 indicates there are no free wavelength on link . The cost of a lightpath edge is the summational cost of the links which the lightpath traverses. The cost of lightpath edge is two if we assume unity link cost (multiple edges between the same vertex pair is distinguished by unique sequence numbers).
By modeling every grooming node as above, the current network state-which includes wavelength usage, grooming-port usage, and available lightpath capacity-can be represented as one auxiliary graph.
3) Route Computation: Based on the auxiliary network-state graph and the backup-sharing measurement, MPAC computes two link-disjoint paths for a connection request. The basic idea of MPAC is to judiciously enumerate paths since joint optimization of the working and backup paths may not be possible due to the -completeness of the problem. A formal specification of MPAC is shown in Algorithm 1. Further elaboration follows.
MPAC enumerates candidate working paths in the auxiliary graph based on the customized algorithm for computing distinct loopless paths in Section V-A4 below. For each candidate working path, MPAC computes a SRLG-disjoint minimal-cost path as backup based on cost function . (The cost function is similar to the cost functions used in some previous work [18] , [19] , [22] , [33] , [34] , but it is customized in our context to accommodate grooming constraints.) In is an infinitesimal constant such as . Then, MPAC selects the path pair of minimal cost. Please note that, in Step 3 of Algorithm 1, the amount of resources-especially grooming ports-used by path should be temporarily reflected to the auxiliary graph when computing path because the computation of path depends on the availability of grooming ports at every node.
In Algorithm 1, the cost of a lightpath is the sum of the cost of the links lightpath traverses; the cost of a working path is the sum of the cost of the lightpaths path traverses times the bandwidth granularity of path ; and the cost of a backup path is the sum of the cost of the edges traverses [the cost of an edge is defined by the cost function ]. Given an eligible working and backup path pair , further optimization is possible, as we have shown in [27] . However, the improvement in performance is marginal and the increase in computational complexity is remarkable in the case when connections can have different bandwidth requirements. Thus, we do not consider such optimization further. Instead, we shall investigate how to enumerate appropriate candidate working paths below.
Algorithm 1 MPAC Input:
, existing lightpath information, wavelength usage, grooming-port usage, and . Output: SRLG-disjoint working and backup paths, or NULL if no such paths are found. 1) Construct the auxiliary graph to represent the current network state (including existing lightpath information, wavelength usage, and grooming-port usage) as shown in Section V-A2. 2) Compute minimal-cost paths in from the access-layer output vertex of node to the access-layer input vertex of node based on the modified algorithm for computing distinct loopless paths in Section V-A4 subject to the constraint that every hop along a path should have at least units of free capacity (if there are less than paths between the vertices, then the algorithm will compute all the , eligible paths); return NULL if is empty. 6) For every lightpath that traverses, for every link used by any lightpath that traverses. 7) Return as working path and as backup path.
4) Modified Algorithm for Computing
Distinct Loopless Paths: The purpose of enumerating paths is to explore the search space of working and backup paths as much as possible so as to compute working and backup paths close to optimum. To this end, any two of the candidate working paths should be "distinct" in the sense that two equal-cost candidate working paths should lead to different backup paths. Without grooming-port constraints, any algorithm for computing shortest loopless paths will be sufficient. With grooming-port constraints, some important modifications are needed, as shown below.
The shortest loopless paths from vertex to vertex are the , and th least cost paths, each of which traverses a vertex at most once. One of the algorithms is due to Yen in [36] , and it works as follows (if less than paths exist, the algorithm will find all the eligible paths, ). Initialize the candidate path set with a shortest path (e.g., computed by Dijkstra's algorithm), and set the shortest loopless path list as empty. Repeat the following steps until has paths or the candidate path set is empty. First, pick the minimal-cost path from the candidate path set and append to . Then, for every vertex along path , compute a shortest path (referred to as spur) from vertex to vertex subject to the constraints that: 1) the spur path cannot traverse any vertex along the root-the segment from vertex to vertex along path -except vertex , i.e., a loopless path and 2) the spur path cannot branch from vertex on any link used by any path in with the same root, i.e., a new path. If a spur is found, concatenate the root and the spur as a new path and put into the candidate path set. Yen's algorithm has a computational complexity of , where is the number of vertices.
If we directly apply Yen's algorithm to the auxiliary graph, some of the candidate working paths are very likely to be nondistinct. Consider the following example. Denote the access-layer input (output) vertex of node as and the -layer input (output) vertex of node as . Suppose that one of the candidate working paths, , traverses edge , i.e., is of the form . If we replace edge by segment , then the new path has the same cost as path (assuming that node has free grooming-add and grooming-drop ports). One can easily verify that and lead to the same backup path. To prevent such a situation, when we consider a vertex along the current path , we should not compute a spur from vertex to vertex if and the next vertex along are both induced by the same network node. We then repeat this process for the next vertex along path .
The above situation is due to the construction of the auxiliary graph, 5 which is introduced to accommodate the grooming-port constraints. The following scenario is introduced directly by the grooming-port constraints. Denote the lightpath-layer input (output) vertex of node as . Suppose that one of the candidate working paths, , traverses a lightpath from node to node , and suppose that there is another lightpath of sufficient free capacity from node to node following exactly the same physical path as does. Clearly, a new path formed through replacing by has the same cost as , and is not distinct (under our definition) with . We modify the second constraint of computing a spur in Yen's algorithm to prevent such a scenario. Let be the set of edges sourced at node and used by some path in with the same root. For any edge in representing some lightpath , identify as set all the other edges which represent lightpaths having the same physical path as does. Let for any lightpath edge in . The original constraint in Yen's algorithm is that the spur path cannot use any edge in . Now, the modified constraint is that the spur path cannot use any edge in . Our final modification to Yen's algorithm is for achieving loopless paths in the auxiliary graph. Since a network node induces six vertices in the auxiliary graph (please see Fig. 6 .), if a spur cannot traverse one of the induced vertices, then the spur should not traverse any of the other five induced vertices as well in the first constraint when computing a spur. Based on the above modifications, the resultant distinct loopless paths may not be the least cost paths, but they explore the search space of the working and backup paths better.
5) Computational Complexity: The computational complexity of Algorithm 1 is
, where is the number of network nodes, is the number of links, is the number of wavelengths, and is the number of distinct paths. Specifically, the complexity of Step 1 is since there can be as many as lightpaths; the complexity of Step 2 is ; the complexity of Step 3 is (the complexities of Steps 3a, 3b, and 3c are , and , respectively); and the complexities of Steps 4, 5, 6, and 7 are , and , respectively.
B. SPAC Heuristic
Our heuristic for SPAC is similar to the heuristic for MPAC except for the backup-sharing measurement. Grooming node and network state are modeled the same way as shown in Section V-A2. Below, we elaborate on the backup-sharing measurement and the difference in route computation.
1) Backup-Sharing Measurement:
Every link is associated with a conflict set to identify the sharing potential between backup paths. The conflict set for link can be represented as an integer set, STS-, where represents the amount of traffic that will be rerouted on link when link fails. The amount of backup capacity reserved on link is, thus, . The difference indicates the potential "free" capacity for backing up a new working path traversing link (and the corresponding backup path traverses link ). The number of wavelengths which need to be reserved on link is STS-. The number of grooming-add ports at the upstream node (and the number of grooming-drop ports at the downstream node) of link to be reserved is also .
2) Route Computation:
In response to a connection request, SPAC computes link-disjoint working and backup paths in a way similar to Algorithm 1 except for the cost function in Step 3 and the conflict-set update in Step 6. The edge-cost function for computing ( Step 3 in Algorithm 1) is , defined as follows:
1) if edge does not represent a lightpath or a link, ; 2) if edge represents a lightpath, then ; 3) if edge represents a link , then: i) if link is not SRLG-disjoint with ; or STSis less than for some link used by any lightpath, which traverses and either link does not have any free wavelength, or the upstream node of link does not have any free grooming-add port, or the downstream node of link does not have any free grooming-drop port. ii) if link is SRLG-disjoint with , and for every link used by any lightpath that traverses. iii) Otherwise, , where over all the links used by any lightpath that traverses.
Step 6 in Algorithm 1 is modified as follows. For any link that path traverses, compute for every link used by any lightpath that utilizes, update , and recompute . Reserve one more grooming-add port at the upstream node of link and one more grooming-drop port at the downstream node of link if increases by one ( will increase by at most one).
C. PAL Heuristic
Upon the arrival of a connection request, PAL computes a survivable route-a sequence of -lightpaths-based on the current network state and appropriate backup-sharing measurement, elaborated below.
1) Backup-Sharing Measurement:
We associate a conflict set with a link to identify the sharing potential between backup paths. The conflict set for link can be represented as an integer set, , where specifies the number of working lightpaths that traverse link and are protected by link , i.e., their corresponding backup paths traverse link . The number of wavelengths reserved for backup paths on link is, thus, . By definition, there is no need to increase the number of reserved wavelengths on link for protecting up to more working lightpaths traversing link .
2) Network-State Representation: The current network state is collectively represented by the set of existing -lightpaths, the conflict set , and a digraph (where specifies the number of available wavelengths on each link, and specifies the number of available grooming-add (grooming-drop) ports at a node). Please note that the detailed routing information about a -lightpath is not needed for route computation since the conflict set has already aggregated that information. The only information about a -lightpath needed for route computation is the source node, the destination node, and the available bandwidth of a -lightpath. We will use NS to denote network state below.
3) Route Computation:
The basic idea of PAL is to extend a standard shortest-path algorithm such that every hop along the resultant shortest path corresponds to a -lightpath, which can be either an existing -lightpath of sufficient free capacity or a new -lightpath consisting of fresh wavelength links and free grooming ports. The challenge here is to accommodate the backup sharing between the existing -lightpaths and the new -lightpaths and the backup sharing among the new -lightpaths while computing the survivable route. PAL is related to the linkprotection algorithm in [37] and works as follows.
In order to keep track of backup sharing and to maintain virtual adjacency 6 relationship, we associate to every node a network state . represents the updated network state after the survivable route from node to node is set up based on the current network state. We also associate to every node a cost , which represents the cost of the survivable route from node to node .
For any two nodes , to decide whether node is node 's previous node along the survivable route from the source node to the destination node , we consider the following two possibilities. First, if an existing -lightpath from node to node of sufficient free capacity exists and plus the cost of 's working lightpath is less than , then node is chosen as node 's previous node, -lightpath is chosen as node 's previous hop, is updated as the summation of and the cost of 's working lightpath, and is the same as except that the free capacity of -lightpath in is reduced by . Second, if an existing eligible -lightpath from node to node does not exist, we check if a new one can be set up based on the network state in . If a new -lightpath can be set up and plus the cost of is less than , then node is chosen as node 's previous node, -lightpath is chosen as node 's previous hop, is updated as the summation of and the cost of , and is the network state after setting up in . The above procedure is executed similarly to a shortest-path algorithm until reaches its minimum. Once reaches its minimum, the survivable route from node to node can be retrieved by backtracking along the previous hop starting from node .
The key aspect of our PAL heuristic is that the tentative changes (in network state) introduced by the survivable route from the source node to any other node is captured by the network state at node . As a result, to decide whether a new -lightpath from node to any other node can be set up, the backup sharing between existing -lightpaths and the new -lightpath is accommodated since the conflict set of measures the backup-sharing potential. Furthermore, the backup sharing among new -lightpaths is also accommodated because the survivable route from node to node can have new -lightpaths as intermediate hops. In that case, the sharing potential introduced by these new -lightpaths (used by the survivable route from node to node ) is reflected in the conflict set of . Since the computation of -lightpath is based on , the above forms of backup sharing are correctly captured. A formal specification of PAL is shown in Algorithm 2. We simulate a dynamic network environment with the assumptions that the connection-arrival process is Poisson and the connection-holding time follows a negative exponential distribution. For the illustrative results shown here, the capacity of each wavelength is STS-192; the number of the connection requests follows the distribution STS-STS-STS-STS-STS-(which is close to the bandwidth distribution in a practical backbone network); connection requests are uniformly distributed among all node pairs; average connection-holding time is normalized to unity; the cost of any link is unity; load (in Erlang) is defined as connection-arrival rate times average holding time times a connection's average bandwidth normalized in the unit of STS-192; and our example network topology with 16 wavelengths per fiber is shown in Fig. 7 . 100 000 connections were simulated in each experiment. The value of in the cost function is set to 10 can tradeoff backup sharing and backup-path length, as shown in [34] . (More results from different topologies leading to the same conclusion are reported in [38] .)
4) Computational Complexity:
The number of grooming ports at a node is set as the number of wavelengths times its nodal degree times a scalar ( implies that any incoming wavelength to the W-Fabric can be dropped to the G-Fabric). The number of alternate paths for the three schemes is two. Later in Section VI-C, we shall examine the effect of different values of these parameters. We now quantitatively compare PAL to MPAC to SPAC using the following metrics: bandwidth-blocking ratio (BBR) and resource-efficiency ratio (RER).
A. Bandwidth-Blocking Ratio
BBR is defined as the amount of bandwidth blocked over the amount of bandwidth offered. Please note that pure blocking probability, defined as the percentage of the number of connections blocked, cannot reflect the effectiveness of the algorithm as connections have different bandwidth requirements. Fig. 8 plots the BBR of the three schemes with , and . We make the following observations. We find that PAL always has lower BBR than MPAC, and SPAC has lower BBR than MPAC when the number of grooming ports is large (e.g., and ) or the number of grooming ports is small and the network offered load is moderate (e.g., and the network offered load is less than 120 Erlangs). This leads to our first observation: It is beneficial to groom working paths and backup paths separately, as is the case in PAL and SPAC.
Our second observation is that SPAC has the lowest bandwidth-blocking ratio (BBR) when the number of grooming ports is sufficient (e.g., ), as shown in Fig. 8(a) . This is because SPAC has the maximum freedom in backup sharing when the number of grooming ports is sufficient (please see Section IV-D2).
Our third observation is that PAL achieves the lowest BBR when the number of grooming ports is moderate or small (e.g., and ), as shown in Fig. 8(b) and (c). The main reason for this is that backup paths do not consume grooming ports under PAL (Section IV-D1). Fig. 8(d) shows the BBR of the three schemes with different values of under the same network offered load 160 Erlangs. Clearly, the decrease in grooming capacity impacts PAL the least and SPAC the most. Again, this is because PAL trades bandwidth efficiency in routing for grooming-port savings, and SPAC trades grooming ports for the flexibility in backup sharing (Section IV-D). More reasons for the above observations will be further elaborated below.
B. Resource-Efficiency Ratio
1) Definition:
To better evaluate the performance of our route-computation heuristics, we introduce a new metric, called resource-efficiency ratio (RER) , which is defined as the carried load (weighted by time and normalized to STS-192 capacity) divided by the amount of allocated resources in terms of wavelength channels and grooming ports (weighted by time). This metric is defined as follows:
where is the time period between the th event (connection arrival or departure) and th event; is the network carried load during the time period is the number of wavelength links used during is the number of grooming ports used during and are the relative weight of a wavelength link versus a grooming port. (Please note that , and do not change during time period as there is no other event during the period.) Basically, measures how efficiently resources have been used.
2) Wavelength Efficiency: If and , RER measures how efficiently wavelength channels have been utilized. Fig. 9 plots the RER for and (the plot for is similar to the one for ). MPAC has the lowest wavelength efficiency since PAL and SPAC have more flexibility in backup sharing. Furthermore, SPAC has the highest wavelength efficiency because PAL works at lightpath level and lightpaths are not perfectly filled.
3) Grooming-Port Efficiency: If and , RER measures how efficiently grooming ports have been utilized. Fig. 10 plots the RER for and (the plot for is similar to the one for ). Our first observation is that PAL has the highest grooming-port efficiency under different values of . The reason is that backup paths consume grooming ports under both SPAC and MPAC, but not under PAL. This confirms our result in Fig. 8(d) and the analysis in Section IV-D that PAL trades bandwidth efficiency for the savings in grooming ports. As a result, under PAL, connections are more likely blocked due to insufficient wavelengths.
Our second observation is that SPAC has higher grooming-port efficiency than MPAC when the network offered load is moderate or low and SPAC has lower grooming-port efficiency than MPAC when the network offered load is high. When the network offered load is moderate or low, the lightpaths under MPAC are only moderately loaded. That is, a substantial number of grooming ports is used by these lightpaths to carry relatively moderate network load. Therefore, MPAC has lower grooming-port efficiency when the network offered load is moderate or low. When the network offered load is high, the lightpaths under MPAC are heavily loaded. Under SPAC, a significant number of grooming ports is used by backup paths since every single reserved wavelength needs a grooming-add port and a grooming-drop port. Thus, SPAC has lower grooming-port efficiency when the network offered load is high.
4) Tradeoff Between Wavelengths and Grooming Ports:
The three schemes tradeoff the utilization between wavelengths and grooming ports. Below, we show that either PAL or SPAC can have the highest RER, depending on the relative weight of a wavelength channel and a grooming port . However, the intuitive scheme, MPAC, will not have the highest RER with any possible and combination because both RER and RER for MPAC are lower than those for PAL, as shown in Figs. 9 and 10. The fundamental reason for this is that MPAC has disadvantages in backup sharing compared with either PAL or SPAC (please refer to Section IV-D2). Fig. 11 plots the RER for and . We observe that PAL has the highest RER . In general, based on the results in Figs. 9-11 , PAL has the highest RER when a grooming port weights more than a wavelength link, e.g., . Fig. 12 plots the RER for and 0.45. We observe that SPAC has the highest RER . In general, based on the results in Figs. 9, 10, and 12 SPAC has the highest RER when a wavelength link weights significantly more than a grooming port, e.g., . Fig. 13 plots the impact of , the number of distinct alternate paths, on BBR for the three schemes. For MPAC and SPAC, when increase from one to two, we observe a modest reduction in BBR; when further increases from two to three, the decrease in BBR is marginal or none. This is expected since larger implies larger search space for MPAC and SPAC. However, BBR for PAL increases when increases. This is because we can only apply the shortest-path algorithm to compute new -lightpaths, but not to compute the final survivable route. Since the cost of an existing -lightpath is defined as the cost of its working path to encourage the use of existing -lightpaths, increasing does more harm than good because larger basically prefers the use of new -lightpaths in PAL.
C. Effects of Different Parameters
VII. TRAFFIC GROOMING WITH DEDICATED PROTECTION
Some mission-critical connections may require dedicated protection instead of shared protection to achieve fast recovery in case of failures. This section discusses the problem of dynamic subwavelength-granularity connection provisioning with dedicated protection against single-fiber failures under the same grooming-node architecture as shown in Fig. 1 . We highlight the differences from connection provisioning with shared protection discussed earlier. For a more detailed treatment, please see [35] . 
A. Proposed Approaches
We propose two schemes-PAL level and PAC level. 7 Under PAL, a connection is routed through a sequence of -lightpaths. A -lightpath in this context is defined as a pair of link-disjoint lightpaths between two nodes. Under PAC, a connection is routed via link-disjoint working and backup paths, each of which traverses a sequence of lightpaths. Dedicated PAC works 7 Please note that the scheme PAL (or PAC) in the context of this section works differently from the scheme PAL (or PAC) in the context of connection provisioning with shared protection discussed earlier. similar to MPAC except that there is no backup sharing in dedicated PAC.
B. Illustrative Numerical Results
Fig. 14 plots the BBR of PAL and PAC with
, and under the same simulation configuration as in Section VI. We make the following observations. 1) PAL Versus PAC: When the number of grooming ports is high, e.g., or , PAC has much lower BBR than PAL under moderate or high network offered load. However, when the number of grooming ports is small, e.g., , PAL has much lower BBR than PAC under moderate or high network offered load. This is because PAC trades grooming ports for bandwidth efficiency.
2) Impact of Grooming Capacity on PAL: If we examine the three PAL curves in Fig. 14 , we observe that PAL is not very sensitive to the changes in the number of grooming ports. For example, the BBRs for PAL under and are the same. When further decreases to , the BBR for PAL increases moderately. The reason for this is that PAL trades bandwidth efficiency for grooming ports, therefore, PAL exploits wavelengths more quickly than grooming ports.
3) Impact of Grooming Capacity on PAC: If we examine the three PAC curves in Fig. 14 , we observe that PAC is very sensitive to the changes in the number of grooming ports. For example, the BBR for PAC increases moderately when decreases from 1.0 to 0.7; and the BBR for PAC increases a lot when further decreases to 0.45. Again, this is because PAC utilizes grooming ports more aggressively than PAL does.
VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We investigated the survivable traffic-grooming problem for optical WDM mesh networks in a dynamic context. Based on a generic grooming-node architecture, we explored three approaches-PAL level, MPAC level, and SPAC level-for grooming a connection request with shared protection against single-fiber failures. Our findings are as follows. Under today's typical connection-bandwidth distribution: 1) it is beneficial to groom working paths and backup paths separately, as in PAL and SPAC; 2) separately protecting each individual connection-i.e., SPAC-yields the best performance when the number of grooming ports is sufficient; and 3) protecting each specific lightpath-i.e., PAL-achieves the best performance when the number of grooming ports is moderate or small. For traffic grooming with dedicated protection, findings 2) and 3) hold, while finding 1) does not apply because we typically do not need to distinguish between working and backup paths in dedicated protection.
Another dimension of the problem is residual connectionholding time. One can define residual connection-holding time for an established connection as the period between now and the time the connection will be released. We expect residual connection-holding time to have a significant impact on both backup sharing and grooming. As an example, suppose that two established connections and have residual connectionholding times of 1 unit and 1000 units, respectively; the current connection request can share the same amount of backup resources with either or ; and has a connection-holding time of 1000 units. Clearly, it is beneficial for connection to share backup resources with . For grooming, similar situations, e.g., whether the current connection should be groomed onto lightpath or lightpath based on the residual connectionholding time of the connections traversing lightpaths and , can arise. Further study is needed to quantify the benefits of accommodating residual connection-holding time into route computation.
